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DEACONS SPECIAL BUDGET MEETING 
Meeting Minutes 
Tuesday March 31st, 2020 (via Zoom online meeting platform) 

Attendance: 

Yes No   Yes No  
■  Annette Atkins (2020)     
■  Karen Barstad (2022)  ■  Jim Lawrence (2022) 
■  Peg Birk (2020)  ■  Brian Siska (2021), Moderator 
■  Claire Colliander (2021), Treasurer  ■  Paula Northwood, Acting Senior Minister  
■  Katie Dillon (2021), Clerk  ■  Beth Faeth, Minister for Congregational Care and Worship 
■  Jeff Hall (2022)  ■  Seth Patterson, Director of Spiritual Formation and Theater 

Guest: Rick Neville, John Schenk, Jill Hennesen 

No Actions Taken 
 

Minutes: 

Meditation (Brian) 

Brian shared a poem by Mary Oliver.  

 

Presentation of Draft Budget 

Treasurer (Claire) 

Prior to the meeting Claire sent out a .pdf of the Draft Budget for fiscal year 2021 and some key notes related to the 
draft. 

Claire shared the draft budget that was developed by Paula and staff in partnership with the Board of Finance and 
Administration. Annette and Paula adjusted the draft budget based on the best guess of scenario about where things 
will end for the current fiscal year, including forecasted revenue, where pledge income should be close to budget, but 
rent income and open offering will be lower. Performing Arts rental of the theater and the school rent paid will be 
lower than expected due to the current pandemic.  

Pledge income for the draft budget vs current year is budgeted lower based on where we have ended up with the 
pledge campaign, non-pledge number is an increase (this number does carry some risk), and open offering is flat. 
There is a special line for Stewardship Growth/Lead Minister, which is the result of Paula’s targeted work to secure 
income from top donors, Paula feels that this is the responsibility to the Lead Minister moving forward (note the title 
could be changed to just be called “Stewardship Growth, led by Lead Minister” to avoid confusion). Jill noted that the 
pledge income line is reflective of a typical small portion of pledges that go unfulfilled. 
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Parking lot sale income is tied to building expenses, this takes $50K from the parking lot sale proceeds to cover 
building expenses that would typically be covered by general expenses, this was part of discussion earlier in the 
current fiscal year with the sale of the parking lot (this reflects one fifth of the total parking lot sale revenue); note 
this is a new practice to show release of funds that are specially designated on a revenue line. Revenue in general is 
budgeted to be fairly normal, which Claire noted is a risk because we don’t know how things will change by the 
current pandemic. Claire also noted that market decline will not be reflected in the commingled investments draw, 
due to taking an average of the commingled investments revenue over 36 months to get to the budget number. 
Expenses reflect having 100% coverage of health benefits for clergy & their family; lay staff are 100% coverage for 
single + 3% wage increase. Outreach Coordinator is budgeted close to full-time (with another portion coming from 
Capital Campaign funds).  There will be some energy savings coming from the solar garden subscription. Most other 
expenses remain flat. The major building improvements has been reduced by $50K, most of this will proactively be 
put toward water integrity (mitigation of any water coming into the building to avoid damage). 

 

Some discussion and feedback from the group: 

● There could be an opportunity to be more conservative on the revenue side knowing that we are in uncertain 
economic times. We could have a couple of best/worst case scenario options 

● The group discussed the responsibility of all church leaders to continue to enhance the revenue and pledge 
income 

● We have a low-interest line of credit that if something unusual happened with the building outside of the 
current budget we could use that instead of doing a supplemental draw on the investments (with Deacons 
approval) 

● The goal is to keep the commingled investment draw to at or below budget 
● Does the group want to see revenue trimmed, and does the group want that to be reflected in additional 

investment withdrawal or expense reduction? It would be good to look at that option as ‘Plan B’. We also 
know that if things change significantly we can do a mid-year adjustment (we can give some thought to some 
structured expense reduction if that ends up being needed) 

● The group also noted that in this time we can aim to be bold and courageous, we know that the church is as 
important as ever and many folks are feeling an even greater gratitude and commitment to the church 

● It is important that Deacons see a more detailed budget in the future to understand more about how money 
is being spent, especially for purposes of ensuring the budget is equitable 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:05pm 

Next Meeting 
April 7, 2020 (Joint meeting Deacons and Leadership Council) 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
Katie Dillon, Clerk 
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